momentum. I am also aware of feeling that it would have been even more exciting to have been born a little later in women's progress towards self-determination; however, Women and Madness by Yannick Ripa, translated from the French and detailing the experiences of the women labelled as â€˜¿ mad' and thus incarcerated in 19th-century France, made me very glad to exist in this century rather than the last! Yannick Ripa has dipped into the archives of some of France's most famous mentalinstitutions, including the SalpÃ¨triÃ¨re,to give a detailed and appalling account of the manner in which women were diagnosed and then made todisappearfrom society in the name of humane psychiatry. So vivid is the personal detail of these women's lives that it is impossible not to feel moved and outraged on their behalf. I found it This is a vision of man the actor, emboldened to write his own script and to play out his own destiny. Moreno's developmental theories share much with psychodynamic concepts of personality develop ment-the layering of defences, the force of unconscious processes, the symbolic meaning of symptomatic disorders and so on-although Moreno quite deliberately eschews the psychoanalytic vocabulary. In therapeutic practice, psychodrama probably has the closest affinity to Kohut's self-psychology, being at heart a psychology of need rather than drive. The fundamental differ ence is always that the potential transference relationship to the th3rapist is minimised, hopefully to the point of extinction. Instead, father, mother or whoever it may be comes directly into the drama, there t@ be confronted, argued with, soothed, loved, etc. The deceased areraised like Lazarusinorderto haveoutwiththem whatwas never said in life and, when necessary, the living are laid to rest, to be mourned in their passing. The therapist! director guides the process, having a relationship to the patient!pro tagonist of something like a trusted friend. In this lucid dream-like state, the protagonist's inner world is opened, probed and explored with the same care that the brain surgeon takes with a scalpel.
reader. Why, after all, should the psychotherapist be expected to have the talents of a novelist? The volume in question here holds certain advantages which will not be lost on the reader. Firstly, there is visual imageryto catch the eye in the striking illustrations by Ken Sprague, who in addition to his compelling chapter on psychodrama for young people with learning difficulties (entitled â€oe¿ Everybody's a somebodyâ€•) conveys in his drawings the poignant hopes and fears intrinsic to the human condition. Secondly, a variety of applications of psychodrama are described by the 14 chapter authors, and while this inevitably makes for ratheruneven reading,the advantageliesin the majority of authors writing ina straightforward conversational style whichinvites the reader into thescene,albeit a non speaking part. I especially commend chapters by Zerka Moreno (a clinical account of family work), Anne Bannister (on working with sexually abused young people), Marcia Karp (a case study which is entrancing from the first page to the last both for the serious problem tackled and the therapist's wonderful lightness of touch), Sally Willis (working with that most difficult of ages to en gage in therapy, adolescence),Gillie Ruscombe-King (on the vulnerability and defences of the alcoholic client) and Anne Ancelin Schutzenberger (treating patients with cancer). This sample gives a taste of the many approaches adumbrated within.
The editors have demonstrated a core concept of Moreno's,that psychodrama, like the theatre which gave it birth, treats life in all of its diversity; â€oe¿ Don't tell me, show meâ€• were Moreno's words. This is the inevitable limitation to the book, which a book review will only risk making worse. The solution must be to putthe bookdown when you have read enough and to test the waters for yourself. The currents are strong, the water deep, so unless you are an experienced swimmer, you are advised to make sure the lifeguard is on hand!
One of KenSprague@clliuszmdons from
Psychodrama â€"¿ Inspiration and Technique This is not a therapy for faint hearted practitioners, nor for un trained pairs of hands. Humanity, courage and skill are called for in equal parts.The group memberdoes more than simply to hold on to the end of a retractor; he has to learn the method in order to take on auxiliary roles for other group members. In becoming the dramatis personae in each others' lives,the life experience of the whole group membership widens and deepens. With it comes the chance to grow wiser for seeing where the wrong steps led and the chance to rehearse new steps for life yet to be lived.
B OOKS about psychodrama often make dull reading. Verbatim accounts of scenes read like the script of a play which will not come to life until it is read out loud and in company. Likewise it is hard to convey in words alone what is essentially visual, motor and expressive in gesture, mime, voice and action; only too often it turns out to be an exercise in painful frustration for both author and
